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BACKGROUND to 
GREATER EASTERHOUSE 

MULTI-AGENCY DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
FORUM 

Greater Easterhouse Multi-Agency Domestic Violence Forum is in it's 7th year 
of operation. During the early years the main focus of work has been centred 
around information exchange and interactive work based in local schools. The 
last 1 8 months has seen commitment and dedication focused on securing a 
better service for Women and Children in our local community, from local 
statutory and voluntary agencies. We aim to achieve this by actively promoting 
joint working within and between agencies. Our main aims and objectives are 
listed below. 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE FORUM 

Aim: 

* to improve the safety of women and children 

Objectives: 

* to network and exchange information 

* to facilitate the improved co-ordination of agencies 

* to encourage good practice in work with women raising the issue of domestic 
abuse 

* to provide information and education designed to improve practice 

* to provide domestic abuse training for key workers 

* to raise public and employer awareness domestic abuse issues 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Greater Easterhouse Multi-Agency Domestic Violence Forum held a conference on 
22nd September 1998. This brought together over 60 delegates from key agencies, 
represening a spread of senior managers and key workers backgrounds and experience, 
from staWtory and voluntary organisations in the east end of Glasgow. This was the first 
Multi-Agency Domestic Violence conference of it's kind in Glasgow. 

Under the theme 'Exploring the issues of Domestic Abuse' the conference offered an 
opportunity for delegates to broaden their horizons, increase their knowledge of the 
issues surrounding domestic abuse and explore key issues which will contribute to the 
future success of our forum. 

Delegates were able to attend 3 out of 6 workshops, facilitated by experts from the 
relevant fields. The effort put in at each of the workshops was immense, resulting in 
quality issues being raised, some of which are already the backbone to what we are 
striving to achieve. The conference feedback further highlights the importance of 
ensuring that woman and children receive the best service available to them, ultimately 
helping to improve their safety. We believe this can only be done by actively working in 
closer parmership with other organisations as part of an inter-agency approach. The 
workshop topics and facilitators were as follows:-

Workshops 

1. Awareness of Domestic Abuse 

2. Domestic Abuse Policies 

3. Working with Children and Young People 

4. Recording and Sharing Information 

s. Working with Women who have experienced 
Domestic Abuse 

6. Seeking Help 
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F acilita tors 

Dr Mairead Tagg 
Mhairi Stewart 
(G reater Easterhouse 
Women's Aid) 

Katie Cosgrove, Health 
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Karine Polwark, 
(Scottish Women's Aid) 
Kirsty Ryan,(Greater 
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Greater Easterhouse 
Multi-Agency Domestic Violence Forum 

MEMBER AGENCIES: 

Safe Greater Easterhouse 

Easterhouse Police 

Greater Easterhouse Community 

Safety Centre 

Easterhouse Womens Aid 

Greater Easterhouse Women's Aid 

Greater Easterhouse Community Health Project 

Greater Easterhouse Alcohol Awareness Project 

Easterhouse Social Work Department 

Glasgow East Benefits Agency 

Eastbank Health Promotion Centre 

Victim support 

Greater Glasgow Health Board 

Easterhouse Women's Centre 

Greater Easterhouse Family Support Project 

Glasgow City Housing 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
WORKSHOP FEEDBACK 

The feedback from the Conference workshops record comments and suggestions 
made by delegates at the Conference. The views expressed are those of the 
delegates and not necessarily those of the Greater Easterhouse Multi-Agency 
Domestic Violence Forum. 

(Cre:ller EJsterhouse Multi-Agency Domestic VIolence Forum) 
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AWARENESS OF DOMESTIC ABUSE 
WORKSHOP 1 - FEEDBACK 

BACKGROUND 

This workshop explored the myths surrounding domestic abuse and raised awareness 
of the facts 

KEY ISSUES RAISED 

1) WHAT IS DOMESTIC ABUSE? 

- Domestic Abuse is the physical, sexual, emotional, financial abuse of a woman by a 
current or former partner 

- Abuse in the home is systematic 

- Leaves women unhappy and depressed 

- Anything that denigrates women's position and self esteem 

- Anything the abused individual defines as abuse 

- Anything that you think it is if you are the abused woman, child or young person 

- Depends on the definition of abuse 

2) HOW ARE WOMEN ABUSED? 

- Woman not allowed to go out or be part of a group 

- He may withdraw emotionally and physically 

- No money to buy TV license so woman cannot watch TV, therefore becomes 
further isolated in the home e.g. not allowed to use phone 

- Blame her for the abuse 

- Demean women e.g: 
//you're ugly'~ //you can'c cook", //you can't cle.Jn'~ h'you c.Jn't look after che 

children" 

- Made to eat dinner with the dog 
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- Mental cruelty 

- Communication breakdown 

- Through children - physical and or sexual violence 

- Forced sex, permanently pregnant 

- Partner won't use condom and sleeps around 

- Sexually assaulted with belt buckle, bottles, wallpaper strippers 

There Is evidence to suggest that there are 2 types of abusive male: 

The Pit Bull-

The Cobra-

in her face, constantly seeking attention, borne out of obsession, 
not love 

severe anti-social personality, much more violent. Gets pleasure 
out of watching her suffer. Seeks total power and control. 

HOW DOES DOMESTIC ABUSE AFFECT WOMEN? 

- Lack of confidence 

- III health, women approach GP with various symptoms but won't state that it is due 
to abuse 

- Lose the will to live 
1 in 4 .Jttempt suicide (Sork 8l Flitcr.Jft 1996) 

- Less likely to take up health promotion messages and services. e.g. screening, antl
natal care. 

- Resourceful, resolute and contriving with a determination to protect their children 

- Affects children and mothers relationship with children 

- Fear of losing their home and children 

- No money and no income 
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HOW ARE CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE AFFECTED? 

- The damage and distress caused to children Is one of the highest costs of domestic 
abuse. Children get caught in the cross fire, either by witnessing the abuse of their 
mother or experiencing It themselves. 

- Children are used as part of the abuse 

OTH ER ISSU ES RAISED 

Campaigns 

Dr Mairead Tagg highlighted that the Pollee Spotlight Campaign has made a difference, 
but society stili has a long way to go. Examples of effective campaigns surrounding other 
issues have been the 'drink drivint and 'seatbelt' campaigns. A campaign for domestic 
abuse, on a similar level is needed. 

Will those who have been abused go on to become abusers? 

There Is absolutely no direct evidence to support this. 

Do women go on to choose abusive men? 

This is not the case. Abusive men will choose vulnerable women. 
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DOMESTIC ABUSE POLICIES 
WORKSHOP 2 - FEEDBACK 

BACKGROU ND 

This workshop explored the challenges and problems faced when writing and 
implementing a user friendly policy 

Participants from agencies discussed in small groups, policies that are presendy in place 
in their organisation, taking into account who drives them, how important they are and 
are they effective? 

The main messages that came across from all agencies was the importance of user 
involvement, ownership of senior management and staff, and having an ongoing 
effective monitoring mechanism. 

KEY ISSUES RAISED 

- Most organisations did have policies in place whether national or local 

- Lack of awareness of policies within agencies and between agencies 

- Lack of responsibility for ownership of policies 

- Consult users - ask them what they want in a policy that affects them 

- Both staff and management should joindy draw up and implement policies - 2 way 
process 

- Policies should be regularly monitored and reviewed by organisations or 
independendy 

- Effective complaints procedures should be in place and be well publicised 

- Invest in new and existing staff ensuring that they are aware of their responsibility to 
adhere to policies and are kept up to date with changes and developments that affect 
their job 

- Policies are only worthwhile if they work 
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WORKING WITH CHILDREN AND 
YOUNG PEOPLE WORKSHOP 3 -FEEDBACK 

BACKGROUND 

The majority of domestic abuse incidents are witnessed, directly or indirectly by 
children and young people. Ninety per cent of children are in the same or next 
room when abuse is taking place and are aware that abuse is going on. 

This workshop examined domestic abuse from the viewpoint of children and young 
people through workers who support them. 

The workshop was split into 2 groups and had to look at two different scenarios, 
examining:-

1 ) how a child would feel in an abusive siruation? and 

2) how would a child express their emotions? 

Strong similarities were reported from both groups. 

KEY ISSUES RAISED 

1) HOW WOULD A CHILD FEEL? 

- terrified 

- want to protea mother 

- wants it to stop 

- lonely 

- cling to mother 

- is it my fault? 

- angry 

- wants to run away 

- scared 

- helpless 

- what is going to happen next? 
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- wants to hide 

- confused 

- weepy 

- wants re-assurance 

- feels guilty 

- feels sick 

- frightened 

- wants escape 

- worried 

- wants mum 

- upset 

- panic 

- feels withdrawn 

2) HOW WOULD A CHILD EXPRESS THEIR FEELINGS? 

- cry 

- isolation 

- take it out on mum 

- run away 

- inflict pain 

- might attack abuser 

- might get in trouble at school 

- steal 

- may affect personal relationships 
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- self harm 

- take drink or drugs 

- feel out of control 

- tell friends 

- may not want to bring friends home 

- Inflict pain on siblings 

- truancy 

- may not react outwardly 

- discuss with siblings 

- may try hard to please 

- may inflict pain on siblings 

- scream 

- get In trouble 

- plan to leave home 

- go off food 

- become passive 

OTHER ISSU ES RAISED 

It was stressed that children and young people respond to abuse as individuals. Each 
child or young person makes sense of their own experience in their own unique way. 
Even children and young people within the same family may respond/behave or feel 
dlfferendy. 

Abuse affects everyone no matter what age. 

You should never make assumpdons as to how a child will react. Below are some 
extracts in children's own words about how they felt. •••...•• 

// I h-ave seen someone hit my mum hundreds of eimes/ I didn't like I~ ie made me sad/' 

// I felc angry and saddened because no-one has the right to hie my mum/ and scared becIUse of 
the eenible anger I W3S feeling'/ 
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I don/t like to see my mum being batrered because I cry and my mum cries and I don/t like it// 

/~ .. every time I came in from school she was crying. I asked her what was the matrer; I knew 
something was wron~/ 

// I felt in my heart when she told me the reason for her moods and bruises ... I had a feeling that 
she was Iyin~/ (provided by Women~ Aid) 

One third of children try to stop attacks. A two year old child tried to stop abuse by 
raising a shoe. (provided by Womens Aid) 

Adults may not be aware that children know when abuse is taking place, and despite 
trying to prevent children from finding out, they will be aware of the situation 

Challenges 

We should never make assumptions about reactions to abuse, be very cautious, be clear 
about the links and stereo-types. 

Barriers 

- The law falls down very badly concerning domestic abuse 

- Women can't choose alternative housing 

- The cycle of abuse is not an inevitability 

- As an adult we make informed choices, abusers choose to abuse 

Child Protection 

The Social Work Department have a responsibility to protect children and the Children's 
(Scodand) Act states that they must intervene if a child is believed to be in danger. 
Women's Aid ask that SWD think about the child when intervention takes place as 
children fear that they are being punished. Some general examples from social work 
experience were given to illustrate the issues:-

I .•... .1 child removed because the mother could not protect him/her, because of abuse 
from a partner. This means that a child is being punished twice. 

2 ...•.• agreed at the time that the mother cannot protect her child. Now feels that this 
may not have been the right decision. 

3 ....... woman wants child and partner - but is forced to choose. 

The focus tends to be on the woman and her children, while, the abuser is not forcibly 
removed from the home and remains unpunished. Responsibility should be firmly placed 
on the abuser not the abused. 
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Schools 

- Past experience has shown that campaigns in schools such as 'Drug Prevention', do 
not work 

- Information Pack - some commitment is required to implement policy regarding 
education, challenging behaviour in nurseries and classrooms. 

- Teachers have to be aware of behaviour and incorporate this into their programme. 

- Young people in sixth forms should be invited to attend local forums to gain 
awareness of issues. 

- Should parents consent be sought before asking children about abuse? 

FEEDBACK ON PERCEPTIONS 

Organisations 

StaWtory and Voluntary Organisations playa vital role when dealing with children and 
young people experiencing domestic abuse. It is imperative that the best service possible 
is given at all times. Mixed comments were raised on perceptions of service provision by 
agencies, some of which are highlighted below:-

Mixed Comments:-

- The SWD have to consider the needs of the children. 

- Domestic Violence Is not a separate Issue of the child's needs 

- Domestic abuse should be logged 

- Make decision, child pushing for secure unit 

- Want to be cut off from outside 

- Woman may also want time? 

- Hope Social Work will support parents or carers 

- Preventative Social Work Is required 

- Only time social work becomes involved is when things go wrong 

- Address Housing Policy 

- Domestic Abuse is everyone's responsibility 
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- Social Work have to look at procedures 

- Family planning and health board do pick up on abuse 

FEEDBACK ON SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 

- Develop Housing Policy 

- Housing Policy - workers have not been trained re: child abuse 

- Have a policy where women have options - big influence on child abuse 

- Social Work - child protection legislation policy is needed 

- Social Work and education need to set guidelines 

- All agencies should work as a team 

- Child Protection Specialists should be In place 

- Fast Track - how to direct a family 

- Programme working with women to raise awareness of abusive behaviour 

- Be careful not to blame victim 

- Agency workers have to provide Information to support women 

- Workers need more training In understanding abuse and how It affects women 

- Give the young a voice 

- Raises young women's expectations 

- Positive reinforcements 

- Spot negative behaviour 

- Get barriers removed to gain contact in schools 

- Stereo-types looking at relationships 

- Justlce System lets woman and children down - resultlng In punishment again 

. - Prior to children's act no power to control who stays in the home - children were 
removed from home 
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- More training required: EduCJtion, Teachers, Children's Panels and Agencies 

- Confidentiality of Inter agency referrals 

- If you do not record information It cannot be used as a back up 

- The case may collapse with Inadequate evidence 

CONCERNS 

- Parents have a right to see their child's files In nurseries, so what is recorded may 
have consequences 

- Give appropriate information, what the individual needs at that moment e.g. support 

- Working with limited resources, everyone needs to work together 

- Different org;mlsations have created barriers, workers have to take down barriers 

- The focus should be on Multi-Agency co-operation 
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RECORDING AND SHARING 
WORKSHOP 4 - FEEDBACK 

BACKGROUND 

Domestic violence is hidden violence. Progress has been made by agencies in 
recording information, however there is still some way to go in sharing that 
information. This workshop explored good practice, methods and constraints of 
sharing information within and between agencies. 

The main areas examined were:- Why we need to gather information, Disclosure of 
information, and type of information that should be recorded. . 

KEY ISSUES RAISED 

WHY DO WE NEED TO GATHER INFORMATION? 

- To identify clients needs 

- To manage resources 

- To provide the best quality service 

- To provide realistic expectations 

- To define and address the problem 

- To prevent repetition 

- To recognise and share best practice 

- To justify our existence 

- To monitor the effectiveness of policy 

- To provide baseline data for multi-agency group 

DISCLOSURE 

- How do you ask the question to collect data? 

- Are staff equipped to deal with it and do they feel confident to deal with it? 
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- Willingness to disclose 

- Got to be ready to disclose about abuse 

- Looking at central data base 

- Issue of confidentiality 

- Workers may know that they have to record and report abuse of children, but they 
may not know how to record or report abuse of women as they have no statutory 
responsibility to do so 

- Should have good practice all round - National policies and promote them locally 

- Recording, Identifying and Reacting 

~ Policies, sharing 

WHAT TYPES OF INFORMATION DO WE RECORD? 

- Statistical 

- Experience of abuse 

- Agency presentation 

- Personal Details 

- What are their expectations? 

- What other information was passed on, i.e. about other agencies I services 

- Monitoring information (action taken) 
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WORKING WITH WOMEN WHO HAVE 
EXPERIENCED DOMESTIC ABUSE - WORKSHOP 5 

FEEDBACK 

BACKGROUND 

This workshop explored the issue of domestic abuse from women's perspectives and 
identified issues women have raised. 

KEY ISSU ES RAISED 

- Agencies who had a policy in place felt more comforrablespeaking with women who 
have experienced domestic abuse. 

- Agencies who do not have policies should think about how they would feel about 
dealing with a woman who has experienced domestic abuse, should, she tell them about 
it. What would you do? 

- Vital elemenrs of service are:-

* Support for the woman 
* Confidentiality 
* Recording Information 
* Effea on woman's and child's health 
* Effective Policies should be in place 

- Woman need evidence, proof and witnesses to assist in court cases 

- If a family moves out of the area the court order does not have jurisdiction 

- Agencies should make women aware of what to expect when they make initial 
contaa with them to discuss domestic abuse. 

- Government has a policy under active modern service, but multi-agency policies are 
needed 

- Lack of Resources is a problem in the caring and helping areas of work 

ARE WE PART OF THE PROBLEM? 

- Should we call the police without a woman's consent? 

- Always take a woman's fears seriously 
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- A victim may take one step at a time when they decide to leave, with the majority of 
women eventually making the break 

- Financially, the abused woman may find it difficult to be on their own 

- Always respect a woman's autonomy 

- Never ignore a woman's needs 

- Be willing to ask a woman if it is safe for her to go home? 

- Woman approaching an Agency for help will try to break the silence, sometimes they 
will just blurt it out 

PO L1CI ES / STAFF TRAIN IN G 

- the Benefits Agency currently have a draft domestic abuse policy statement, once 
implemented this should help improve service 

- Receptionists to have greater awareness of issues surrounding abuse 

- Staff to be trained in terms of trauma and dealing with women 

- Recognise limitations of your organisation 

- The Housing Deparonent have developed a good domestic abuse policy, but staff still 
need training on implementing the policy 

IDEAL ACTION PLAN 

- Training - raise awareness for all front line staff 

- Ensure training is compulsory 

- Consider how duty workers assess the situation 

- Directory to all agencies 

- Effective Policy 

- Regular Monitoring 

- Provide accurate information and advice on housing, benefits and legal rights 

- Make available the Multi-Agency Information Pack (see page 24) 
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- Leaflet dro'p with 1001 agencies information 

- Advertise in 1001 newspapers e.g. 'East End Independent' and 'The Gen' 

- Make best use of existing resources if no additional resource available 

- Make use of bill boards to display freephone numbers 
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SEEKING HELP 
WORKSHOP 6 - FEEDBACK 

BACKGROUND 

Women experience many barriers when seeking help. This workshop helped 
explore ways of breaking them down. 

Examining:-

t ) When or how would a woman seek help? 

2) How would an agency deal with disclosure? 

3) What stops women from seeking help? 

The findings show a wide variety of ways in which agencies offer or fail to offer 
assistance. 

KEY ISSU ES RAISED 

1) WHEN or HOW WOULD A WOMAN SEEK HELP? 

- You cannot tell by a woman's mannerisms if she has experienced abuse or not 

- Experience has shown that when clients contact the Safety Centre they ask for advice 
on other issues e.g. DIY, when in fact they are contacting you for another reason 

- Women will use hypothetical situations 

- Sometimes after serious assault 

- When children are affected 

- Police, when called to disturbances often find that women will be too scared to speak 
in front of the abuser. The police will try to speak to women alone and ask her what she 
would like to happen next. 

2) HOW WOULD AN AGENCY DEAL WITH DISCLOSURE? 

- Refer to Women's Aid 
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- Would offer private interview room 

- Would telephone Women's Aid on behalf of client 

- Offer women the chance to call another agency 

- No private interview rooms available 
fIche are.] is like .J glass box which everyone can see// 

- If presented with this siwation client would be asked how they wanted it to be dealt 
with 

- Agency information would be offered 

- Client would be accompanied if they wished to visit another agency for help 

- As a result of spotlight campaign the police now process abuse more effectively 

- Police have trained operators and information obtained can act as corroborative 
evidence 

- Glasgow City Housing are working under a new policy where in any case of abuse: 
there Is no need to discuss, no evidence is required and clients are treated as priority 
need for housing 

DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCED 

- Some agencies would not offer private interview room to discuss this type of 
information 

- Private interview rooms are not there to be used for the purpose of information only 

- Some agencies don't have any service to offer, no private area 

- Women will not admit abuse unless they have faith in the agency 

- Disclosing information about abuse counts against you when claiming benefits. If the 
client has not moved far enough away from the abuse, some benefit officers have 
preconceived ideas about the siwation. Every officer deals with cases differently. 

- Housing Associations do not have any policy in place 

- Regarding housing issues customers receive a lesser service from Scottish Homes and 
not Housing Associations 

- Agencies need to talk more from top down and bottom up 
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WHAT STOPS WOMEN FROM SEEKING HELP? 

- Lack of clear and consistent service 

- Lack of confidence In service 

- Feels like admitting failure 

- Fear of being judged 

- Fear of unknown 

- Stigma attached 

- Failure by agencies to recognise seriousness of problem 

- Naming the problem 

- Fear of outcome 

- Lack of recognition that verbal and emotional abuse is domestic abuse 

- Not recognising nature of domestic abuse e.g. blaming it on alcohol 

- Discovery of people finding out that she is seeking help 

- Being unaware of appropriate agency to contact 

- Agencies lack understanding of the process of domestic abuse 

- If a woman seeks help and reconciles with partner, Woman's Aid will be there no 
matter how many times this pattern occurs 

- Fear of losing control If she discloses and cannot stop agency process 

- Lack of faith In the justice system 

- Fear of putting herself and her children In further danger 

OTHER ISSUES RAISED 

- Women's Aid do not judge women who decide to return to her abusive partner. 

- Police can remove the danger where children are present and will flag it to social 
work department 
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- Social Work Department do not have a policy to support women, their ultimate 
Interests are in the children's well being, which can result in the children being removed 
from the woman which in turn is a double punishment 

- We need to make exclusion orders work better 

- Some agency staff often judge women, they do not understand the process of abuse 

POINTS TO BE TAKEN FORWARD 

- Forum should write to housing associations to raise issues 

- Agencies should be educated, everyone has equal rights whether rich, poor, young 
and old alike 

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 

Multi- Agency Information Pack 

The Greater Easterhouse Domestic Violence Forum are in the process of producing and 
publishing a Joint information pack which will be made available to women and children 
experiencing domestic abuse. The pack will contain policy statements of member 
agencies as well as other useful relevant information. The choice of whether to use the 
pack will ultimately lie with the individual woman. This will be the first step of 
empowering her. 
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APPLICATION FORM 
FOR 

GREATER EASTERHOUSE 
MULTI-AGENCY DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 

To: Kathleen Conroy 
Chairperson 
Multi-Agency Domestic Violence Forum 
c/o Eastbank Health Promotion Centre 
Shettleston 
Glasgow G32 

Dear Ms Conroy, 

On behalf of my organisation •.................•.........•...•.................•.•............. 

I am interested in becoming a member of the Multi-Agency Domestic Violence 
Forum. 

Please contact me at the address below with further information: 

Name: 

Address: 

Contact telephone number: 
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ANNEX A 

EVALUATION OF DAY CONFERENCE 

This event rook place at Edstbank Health Promotion Centre (Shettleston) and was 
attended by 76 participants, 12 of whom acted as facilitators on behalf of the host 
organsation. A total of 30 agencies were represented and these are listed with respective 
delegation numbers at Annex A to this report. 

An evaluation questionnaire was distributed to all participants other than facilitators and 
49 completed returns were submitted out of a potential 64, or 77%, a very high 
response rate which validates the resultant findings as representative. The questionnaire 
is appended at Annex B. 

Question 1 invited respondents to assess five aspects of the Conference by Likert Scales, 
with provision after each for comments. Response statistics are detailed below: 

Assessment! Very good Good Fair Poor No Comments 
Aspect response 

A. 27 55% 22 45% 14 29% 
Programme - - - - - -

B. 2 4% 3 6% I 2% - - 8 16% 
Entertainment - -

C. 31 63% IS 31% 3 6% - . - - - -
Venue 

D. 26 53% 13 27% 8 16% I 2% I 2% 8 16% 
Lunch 

- -
E- 23 47% 22 45% 3 6% I 2%- 7 14% 
Delegate Pack 

Table 1: Responses to Question 1 

A. Programme 

Among those participants who offered comments on the Conference programme, six 
felt timing had worked well, whilst three considered the schedule II pushed", particularly 
in group discussions. Three participants offered favourable comments on the strength of 
the introductory session and the quality of speakers respectively, and two gave general 
approval to the programme as lIinteresting" and IIlnformative", reflecting the uniformity 
positive assessment given on Likert Scale responses (see Table 1. above). 
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B. EntertJinment 

Entertainment arranged for the Conference did not take place, hence the 
overwhelmingly nugatory response to this question. Nevertheless, six participants at least 
appear to have had a good time (see Table 1. above) 

C. Venue 

No negative rating for the venue was recorded (see Table 1) although three comments 
given described Its ambience as too hot, whilst one felt that a venue more local to the 
host Forum's field of operation should have been used. These were balanced by three 
observations as to the venue's comfort and spaciousness and one on Its accessibility. 

D. Lunch 

Catering also obtained strong approval, with four out of five participants rating lunch as 
"Good" or "Very Good" (see Table t ). Among several enthusiastic comments, 
individuals particularly identified the fruit and vegetarian content, although another was 
critical of the general use of butter In prepared food. 

Delegate Pack 

Again, the delegate pack proved extremely popular with participants (see table 1). 
Likart Scale responses were supported by several comments describing the pack as 
"informative", "interestlng" and "useful". These views Included observations that more 
material could have been Included on the identity of the host Forum and on domestic 
abuse generally, whilst It was also stated the content providing Information on 
participating agencies was most effective. 

Question 2 sought responses on attendance at six workshops conduaed during the 
conference, and again provided for participants' comments. Two (4%) of the 49 
respondents gave no response on workshops attended and seven (t 4%) offered no 
comments. Completed responses are Indicated below: 

Workshop Attendance Comments 
(% age of respondents) (% age of respondents) 

A. Awareness of Domestic 21 43% 19 90% 
Abuse 
B. Domestic Abuse Policies 22 45% 16 73% 

C. Working with Children 26 53% t 9 73% 
and Young People 
D. Recording and Sharing 21 43% 16 76% 
Information 
E. Working with Women 29 59% 15 52% 
who have Experience 
Domestic Abuse 
F. Seeking Help 14 29% 
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Table 2: Response to Question 2 

The great majority of delegates attended three workshops, and attendance at each was 
broadly balanced. Five out of six workshops were each attended by between 40 - 60% 
of respondents, the exception's lower attendance being accounted for by variations in 
timetabling. The proportion of workshop participants offering comment was consistendy 
high, averaging 17% per workshop. 

A. Workshop: Awareness of Domestic Abuse 

This workshop attracted comments from 90% of its participants (see Table 2), all but 
twO of which were very positive: ten used terms such as II excellent" or very good". 
Other frequent observations were that the workshop reinforced or expanded knowledge 
and awareness (five) and was informative (three). Three participants felt that more time 
was needed, and one considered the workshop too dominated by facilitators, without 
enough discussion. Others remarked on the benefits of sharing experience. 

B. Workshop: Domestic Abuse Policies 

A wider range of evaluation was evident here: five felt the workshop to be livery good", 
whilst individuals offered contrasting opinions of Ilnot so good", 1I0K", IIVague" and 
II quite poor". Content was felt to be useful and interesting, but three participants 
considered the workshop to develop along lines other than expected, and a further three 
saw it as posing rather than answering problems. A factor in the latter perceptions may 
be that one respondent identified as the only agency representative present in a 
discussion which was seen as developing a multi-agency policy strategy. 

C. Workshop: Working with Children and Young People 

Comments were unanimously positive, with six emphasising the quality of the workshop 
and a further two that of the facilitator. Other aspects defined by several participants 
each were that the workshop was interesting, useful and a valuable learning experience. 
Special factors were the experience of exchanging information between agencies (five 
participants) and the success of the workshop in providing a focus on the hitherto 
marginalised insights of children and young people. One respondent felt that more time 
should have been allocated. 

D. Workshop: Recording and Sharing Information 

This workshop, too, received a more mixed response, three participants rating it livery 
good", one llfair" and one 1I0K": a further two felt there was a lack of clarity. However 
equal numbers of respondents (three each) considered it to be informative and effective 
in promoting methods of sharing information between agencies. Others felt that 
difficulties in the subject matter had been highlighted which encouraged review of 
present methods, with issues of confidentiality predominant. 
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E. Workshop: Working With Women who have Experienced Domestic Abuse 

Fewer participants (though still a maJority) provided comments for this workshop than 
for any other (see Table 2). Eight found It interesting and Informative, and five referred 
to the high quality of discussion: only one felt the workshop to be "not very 
interactive". Those viewing the discussion as slanted towards agency rather than 
individual experience divided two to one as to whether this was positive or negative. 

F. Workshop: Seeking Help 

Attendance at this workshop was reduced, but almost two thirds of participants 
provided comments. Six described It as useful and informative and four considered the 
workshop livery good". The view was expressed that the workshop was particularly 
effective in highlighting constraints upon agencies. 

At Question 3, participants were asked: "How will you use what you have learned 
within the workplace?" Two thirds of participants provided responses which have been 
broken down into six categories given below with response statistics: 

COMMENTS % AGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
RESPONDENTS 

33 67% 

(a) Statistics 

RESPONSE NUMBER % AGE OF COMMENTS 

Report Back 2 6% 

Be More Aware 6 18% 

Raise Awareness! Advise 12 36% 
Colleagues 
Offer More Support to 5 15% 
Colleagues/Clients 
Develop 12 36% 
Training/Policy/Strategy 
Network with other 4 12% 
Agencies 

(b) Breakdown 

(*NB % age total exceeds 100% as individual comments cover more than one 
category.) 
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Table 3: Responses to Question 3 

The proportion of comments provided Indicated a significant degree of commitment 
from participants to draw and disseminate experience from the Conference. The most 
frequent responses, each attracting twelve participants, were from those who planned to 
"cascade" Information and awareness to other colleagues, and from those who proposed 
to use knowledge acquired to develop training, policy and strategy. These might be seen 
as more advanced alms than those of smaller groups whose Intentions lay In reporting 
back, networking, providing support and developing self-awareness (see Table 3 above) . 
Many delegates therefore not only found the Conference an Important learning 
experience but also approached the feeding back of lessons to their agencies in a 
planned and pro-active way. 

Question 4 provided and opportUnity for further comments which was utilised by a 
smaller section of Conference participants: 

COMMENTS % AGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
RESPONDENTS 

. . 

18 37% 

Table 4: Responses to Question 4. 

The range of responses covered diverse issues such as quality, special aspects, 
perceptions and future initiatives and was not readily categorisible. 

Twelve respondents affirmed the event as "very good" or "excellent", with a further 
two. apiece specifying the high standards of workshops and overall organisation. Positive 
aspects noted included the collaborative, learning, empowering and awareness raising 
functions of the Conference. One participant remarked a comparative lack of workers in 
health present, whilst two felt that more information could have been available and 
another would have appreciated more cpportUnity to engender inter-agency cc
cperaticn. Three delegates expressed a desire for a fcllcw-up cr regular series cf such 
Ccnferences. 

(Evaluaticn by Stewart Maclennan, Health Prcmoticn Officer) 
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ANNEX B 

GREATER EASTERHOUSE MULTI-AGENCY DOMESTIC VIOLENCE FORUM 

DAY CONFERENCE FOR AGENCIES - TUESDAY 22 SEPTEMBER 1998 

ATTENDANCE BY AGENCY 

Benefits Agency 5 
Carswell House 1 
Community Safety Centre 1 
Cranhlll Neighbourhood Office 1 
Crescent Project 2 
Cybe~one 2 
East End Health Action 1 
Easterhouse Citizen's Advice Bureau 1 
Easterhoue Health Centre 1 
Easterhouse Police 3 
Easterhouse Social Work Department 9 
Easterhouse Women's Aid 5 
Glasgow City Council Housing Department 5 
Glasgow Royal Infirmary 1 
Glasgow Royal Maternity Hospital 1 
Greater Easterhouse Alcohol Awareness Project 4 
Greater Easterhouse Community Health Project 2 
Greater Easterhouse Community Volunteers Organisation 1 
Greater Easterhouse Family Support Project 3 
Health Promotion Department 3 
Health Visitors 7 
Kincardine Nursery School 1 
Pollock Health Centre 1 
Red Road Women's Centre 1 
Ross Harper & Murphy Solicitors 3 
Ruchazie Social Work Department 1 
Safe Greater Easterhouse 2 
Stepping Stones in Scotland 1 
Young Women's Support Services 2 
Victim Support 1 
Facilitators Only 2 
No Affiliation 2 
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